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Introduction

 Imagine you’re in the African savannah and you see a big, black horn sticking out from behind a bush.  
You drop to the ground, unsure of what’s there.  You move slowly towards it, curious to find out what it is.  All 
of a sudden, a huge, ten-foot long Black Rhino comes out from behind the bush with part of a pricker bush in 
its mouth.  You’re scared and jump back and roll to safety, amazed that you saw this extraordinary animal.                                                              
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The Black Rhino’s scientific name is Diceros bicornis.   The Black Rhino is part of the     
ungulates family.  There are five subspecies of the Black Rhino: Western, Eastern, South-
west, and South Central.  As you can see, the Black Rhino has many different names.
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Description
The Black Rhino has two horns on its head and it is covered with tough skin.  They can grow 7-10 feet long.  

Black rhinos can knock down trees and branches with the two horns on their head.  They can kick away 

predators with their two back legs.  The female Black Rhino is a caring mother because she keeps a close 

watch on her calves.  The male   follows the fe-

male for weeks before    mating.  The calves are 

mostly born   during the rainy season.  The 

female rhinos live with their calves until they stop 
nursing, when they are about three years old.  
The rhinos mating habits are very interesting
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Habitat
Black rhinos are kind of picky about their habitat. They 
live in the southeast tip of Africa and in countries like 
Kenya.  They need water every day.  They may have to 
walk miles before finding water. Rhinos usually sleep    under trees in the savannah. They need trees and 
shrubs for shelter and food. The rhino’s habitat is called a    bushveld.  Clearly rhinos depend on their habitat 
for many different things.
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What the Black Rhino is Valued for

        

                                                                                                

                                                                                                                        

 Black rhinos are valued for a lot of different things.  Poachers kill them for their 

horns and skin.  Some people cut the Black Rhino’s heads off and and put them on the 

wall for game trophies.  In Kenya people think that their horns can heal them. Ten to 

fifteen people die every year trying to save the Black Rhino.     



Threats

black rhinos have alot of threats.  Poachers catch them with snares and also just shooting them.  They get killed 
mostly for their horns to make   digger handles.  Rhinos reproduce very slowly because they are pregnant for 
15-16 months.  Clearly people are the biggest threats to rhinos.
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Solutions

There is still hope for the Black Rhinos.  One surprising way scientists help them is to cut off the horns so 
poachers won’t kill them.  We should try to help Black Rhinos in every way possible. Share as much informa-
tion as you can.  You can go see Black Rhinos at the zoo.  Try to raise money to help stop poachers.  If you 
don't help now Black Rhinos could be extinct very soon.  
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